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CABLE SELECTOR CABLE SELECTOR, SPECIALIST DE CATALOGUEÂ .Q: Undefined method 'new' for NilClass:Class I have a Rails 4 project and I am trying to use the hansi gem for text expansion. In my controller file I have: def catch_all @words = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30] end def han hansi =
Hanami::Hansi.new( :speak_rate => 1.0) hansi.speak("Please the following words out loud to me", :voice => "Hansa") do |s| s.voices_enabled = false s.speak(@words.sample, :voice => "Artistic") end end The han variable is defined as a method and therefore I should be able to call it. But when I run the project I get an error of: undefined method `new' for
NilClass:Class What can be wrong? A: You are missing the method brackets def han hansi = Hanami::Hansi.new( :speak_rate => 1.0) # here ---------------------------------------------------------^^^ hansi.speak("Please the following words out loud to me", :voice => "Hansa") do |s| s.voices_enabled = false s.speak(@words.sample, :voice => "Artistic") end end LOS

ANGELES (KABC) -- A L.A. County sheriff's lieutenant convicted for taking a ticket to the Cannes Film Festival was sentenced to a year in prison Friday.The sentence for Sgt. Henry Balt 6d1f23a050
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